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Duques e U&(412) 456-6000 
435 Sixth Avenue 
Pittsburgh. PiL 
15219 

April 7, 1981 

United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Office of Inspection and Enforcement 
Attn: Boyce H. Grier, Regional Director 

Region I 
631 Park Avenue 
King of Prussia, Pennsylvania 19406 

Reference: Beaver Valley Power Station, Unit No. 1 
Docket No. 50-334, License No. DPR-66 
IE Bulletin 79-14 

Gentlemen: 

In accordance with our letter dated October 20, 1980, we are submitting 
a report concerning our activities associated with IE Bulletin 79-14. This 
is not a final report since the equipment nozzle information is incomplete 
due to the need for vendor responses which are outstanding. (See Attachment 
B.) 

Duquesne Light Company has undertaken the appropriate actions to provide 
assurance that the seismic stress analysis of the safety related piping systems 
2-1/2" and larger reflect the as-built conditions of the plant and demonstrate 
acceptability of the subject piping.  

Five engineering firms were employed to provide sufficient turn-around 
of this effort. Duquesne Light provided coordination of the total effort and 
direct supervision of the field inspection and record search personnel. The 
tasks entailed the review or analysis of 234 isometric drawings and 2,599 
support designs associated with 251 computer pipe stress analyses. All vendors 
used approved versions of Nuclear Services Corporation's Nupipe Pipe Stress 
computer program. There were 211 pipe and support stress analysis packages 
issued for this effort.  

The data base for this effort consisted of marked up Isometric and 
support drawings developed by field inspection of as-built conditions plus 
as-built material packages.  

A list of the isometric drawings defining the scope of the effort was 
previously sent to you. The as-built material packages were issued on an 
isometric basis and are a compilation of the results of researching the QC 
records.
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The information transmitted to the analysts is categorized into two 
types that involve actual physical measurement and the remaining involving 
searching Quality Control and Engineering records. The following is the 
categorization of the major elements of the as-built information: 

Obtained by Physical Measurement 

1) All piping and support geometry (except pipe wall thickness and drilled 
in anchor base plates, see IEB 79-02 report) 

2) All pipe to support clearances 

3) All insulated hangers (all insulated hangers were exposed) 

Obtained by Searching Quality Control and Engineering Records 

1) Valve and equipment parameters 

2) Materials of construction 

The as-built material packages delineated information obtained from 
searching the microfilmed documents from the shop's or field fabricator's 
purchasing records, welding records and field change records. In some 
instances, the various data sources .conflicted. When this occurred, the most 
conservative parameter was assumed applicable to the loading type in question.  

There were a few areas where physical measurements or adequate records 
could not be obtained. Some areas had high radiation levels or were difficult 
to get to physically. Where possible, visual, inspection data was used.  
Attachment A delineates the percentages of the total effort for which the 
geometric as-built information was not complete.  

It was determined that the documentation associated with pipe support 
materials indicated that it was supplied per Manufacturer's Standards Society 
Specification MSS-SP-58 and .69. Certificates of Compliance (COC) or Certified 
Mill Test Reports (CMTR) for the pipe support material could not be found.  
The original specification used to purchase the support material did not 
require these documents to be supplied to us or retained by the supplier.  
When contacted, the suppliers indicated that they had not kept the COC's or 
CMERts. Thus, for pipe supports the properties of ASTH-A-36 steel were used 
in the stress analysis. This is 'a low strength steel and was commonly used 
industry-wide during the era of Unit I construction.  

The applicable criteria described in our various submittals concerning 
the show .cause effort (IEB 79-07) were used for the analysis effort.
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The evaluation of the piping data took two forms. The first was the 
review of the as-built information versus a Nupipe analysis for piping. If 
a new analysis was required, it was performed incorporating the as-built data.  
Alternatively, if adequate analytical records did not exist. (this was basically 
for small bore piping), a new analysis was performed. All the piping involved 
in this effort has been reviewed and, when found unacceptable, all the necessary 
modifications have been completed.  

When evaluating information for pipe supports, a new analysis was performed 
if there was a significant change in the support configuration or if the imposed 
piping loads increased significantly over that of the latest record. If neither 
of the above was the case, the support was determined to be acceptable. Supports 
were also reviewed to verify that the as-built clearances met their applicable 
criteria. All the supports within the scope of this effort have been reviewed 
and, when found unacceptable, all necessary modifications have been completed.  

An analysis of pipe supports located on racks along with their associated 
local rack attachment effects have been completed and found satisfactory or 
modification performed. A composite analysis of the rack, which includes the 
effects associated with non-safety related appurtenances outside the scope of 
this bulletin, is currently being performed. This analysis will provide a con
sistent, comprehensive analytical basis for thdse structures.  

Nozzle loads on equipment were evaluated in the same way as supports; 
one difference being that when re-analysis was warranted, the vendors of the 
equipment were solicited to perform the re-analysis. Because of this, all 
nozzles have not been completely reviewed by the vendors at this time. The 
nozzle evaluations to be completed are indicated in Attachment B. Equipment 
supports will be evaluated after receipt of nozzle load information from the 
vendor.  

Base plate loads were reviewed to determine if the new loads of record 
exceeded the plate loads used in the IE Bulletin 79-02 effort. If the loads were 
significantly exceeded, a new analysis was performed. If acceptability could 
not be justified, then modifications were performed. All the applicable base 
plates are acceptable for their new design loads. A total of 569 base plates 
for small bore (generally 3" to 6") piping supports have been evaluated utilizing 
the IEB 79-02 criteria. As a result, seven modifications were required and have 
been completed.  

Branch lines have been evaluated for flexibility associated with imposed 
movements at the branch connection point for large bore piping. This evaluation 
was completed for 105 isometrics involved. Four modifications were required and 
have been completed.
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As a result of the evaluation described above, the following summarizes 
the actions performed: 

Clearance criteria modifications 
(shim plates or member spreading) 345 

Existing support modifications 
(includes 4 branch line mods & 7 baseplate mods) 171 

Added supports 32 

Maintenance items (i.e., bolt tightening) 55 

Piping changes 0 

The final report for Mf 79-14 will be issued upon completion of the nozzle 
load and equipment support evaluation which we anticipate having complete by 
July 31, 1981.  

Currently, the only condition expected to exceed the final acceptance 
criteria is associated with the steam line to the turbine driven Auxiliary Feed 
Pump, FW-P2/FW-T2. The calculated nozzle load is 304% greater than the allow
able provided by the vendor. The thermal components of the calculated loads are 
significant and subsequently the calculated loads associated with the interim 
criteria of the IEB 79-07 task are 56% of the allowable. The piping associated 
with this condition is planned to be rerouted at the next scheduled outage. The 
rerouting will alleviate this condition. The turbine pump set has performed 
satisfactorily in the past under normal operating conditions, thus demonstrating 
that actual stresses during normal operation are significantly lower than calcu
lated. In view of these facts, we request that the NRC staff approve the appli
cation of the Interim Criteria to the auxiliary steam line to the auxiliary 
feed pump turbine drive until the piping is rerouted.  

If you have any questions concerning this response, please contact my 
office.  

very truly yours, 

Vice President, Nuclear 

Attachments 

cc: Mr, D.A. Beckman, Resident Inspector 
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Beaver Valley Power Station 
Shippingport, PA 15077 

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
c/o Document Management Branch 
Washington, DC 20555



ATTACHMENT A 

The following is a report of the percentage of supports and piping 
geometry that could not be inspected due to high radiation or inaccessibility:

No. of Supp.  
AnalyzedSystem

cc 

QS 

RS 

CH 

SI 

WR

. R

All Other 
Systems

551 

103 

133 

340 

427 

324

38

600

No. of Supp.  
Analyzed 
Not Inpsd.  

6

0 

2

16 

9

2 

6 

0

Percent 
Not Inspd.

is 

0% 

1.5% 

2% 

it 

16% 

0

Isos Not Insp.  
For Geometry

1% of 55 Iso's 

10.7% of 6 Iso's* 

5.8% of 6 Iso's* 

2.2% of 32 Iso's 

1.3% of 31 Iso's 

7.8% of 41 Iso's** 

3% of 5 Iso's 

100% of 72 Iso's

2,516 41 1.63% 1% of 248 Iso's

* These percentages include large radius circular piping located on 
the reactor containment dome that could not by physically inspected, 
however this piping was visually inspected.  

** This percentage includes piping located in the intake sump area of 
the intake structure and was not accessible.

TOTAL

SvEtem



ATTACHMENT B 
STATUS OF EQIPMENT 

APRIL 22, 11988111 13387.02

EQUIPMENT NAME EQUIP. NO.  
MAIRK UN

TOTAL NOKZLE
Is NO.  

NO•zLES
WaD/ALLOW

NOZZLE VENDOR -OUTO VENVOR 
STRESS CONP. VDOR RESPON

REn.n

STRUCT. SEISMIC HO0LZL 
LOADS LOADS LOADS
REOD. cALC. cONEINRD

COOL. HECOV.?LT'IR.  

CESIUM PMOAL 
FILTER 

DEGASIFIER CIRC.  
PUMP 

EXCESS LET DOWN 
"HEAT EXCHANGER 

SEAL WATER FLTR 

CHARGING PUMP 

VOL CONITROL TANK 

PRIMARY DRAINS 
TRANSFER TANK 

DIESEL GEN HEAT ERX 

EMBRG'Y DIESEL GENI 

FULL 81ZE AUX 
FEND PUMP 

NEUTRON 58LD 
TNK COOL 

STEA GEN.  
(SMALL BORE) 

BORON INJECT.TNK 

CONT. RM. A/C 

CONT. 189 A/C 
CORD.  

SAFETY IN3ECTION 
ACCUMULATOR 

LOW HEAD SAFETY 
INJECTION PUMPS 

REGENEATIVE (NoN) 
HEAT EXCHANGER

BR-FL-IAIB 

BR-I-1JA4 

ER-P-7 

CII-E-4 

CH-rL-3 

CM-P-IA, 
in, 1C 

CH-TK-2 

DG-TK-I 

EN-E-1A13 

.113- 112 

Ff-P2/FN
T2 

NS-E-I 

RC-E-IA, 
IB, 1C 

SI-TK-2 

VS-AS 13, 
lA 

VS-E-4A, 
43 

$1-1•-lB 

SI-P-1AB 

CH-E-2

7 

4 

2

1 2 

1 3 

1 3 

1 1 

2 5 

2 11 

1 1 

1 2 

3 S

1 

1 

2 

1 

2 

1

YES 

YES 

YES 

YES 

YES 

YES 

YES 

YES 

No ALLOW 

No ALL(" 

YES 

YES 

NO ALLWA

1 YES 

6 NO ALLOW 

4 YES 

1 YES 

4 HO ALLOW.  

4 YES

ACCEPT NO

ACCEPT 

ACCEPT 

ACCEPT 

ACCEPT 

ACCEPT 

ACCEPT 

ACCEPT 

TO VENDOR 

TO VENDOR 

I NOT ACCEPT t 

ACCEPT 

TO VENDOR

ACCEPT 

TO VENDOR 

ACCEPT 

ACCEPT 

ACCEPT 

ACCEPT

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 
No 

NO 

NO 

YES 

YES 

YES 

YES 

NO 

YES 

YES 

YES 

YES 

YES

HOT REMQD. YES YES YES.  

NOT Mot'D. YES YES YES 

OT .PaQD. YES YES YES 

NOT RQ'D. YES YES NO 

NOT no'D. YES YES HO 

HOT RQ•D. o R NH MR 

Nor rMQD. YES YES YES 

POT REQ'D. YES YES YES 

IN PROCESS' IO HR HR 

IN PrOCESS No NR NR 

I" PYq0CESS YES YES YES 

IN PRO•CESS YES YES NO 

IN PROCESS* HR HR NR

NOT REQ D.  

IN PROCESS* 

IN PROCESS' 

IN PROCESS 

IN PROCESS 

IN PROCSS

YES 

YES 

YES 

YES 

YES 

YES

YES 

NO 

YES 

YES 

YES 

YES

NO 

NO 

YES 

YES 

YES 

YES

CAW. IN 
CHECKING 

CALC. IN 
CHECKING 

IN PROCESS 

MR 

CAWC. IN 
CHECKING 

IN PROCESS 

HR 

NR 

IN PROCESS 

MR

CAWC. IN 
CHECKING 

YES 

YES 

YES

t This item will pass interim criteria and permission is requested to continue operation with the requirement applicable to the interim criteria. See 

information supplied in report.  

* All nozzle loads will be sent to vendor by April 22, 1981.

WAD 
AtOFTALR

no COMPARED ACCEPTABLE



.11k.  
April 7, 1991 

ilnied Mtat*& Nuclear R~egulatory Cov**'lo 
Office of inspection mid Enforronant 
Attn: ftye* H, Cari erIt*mtl DireCt~or 

631 Park Avenue, 
King of Prussias, Pennasylvania 19406 

RkefferenC: Deaver Valley Pajer Ittations Unit Roo I 
Docket Ito. 50-334, License, No. 01*46 
12, bullet~in 79-14 

In accordant* with our letter dated Octoiber 20, 2980, we are suamItting 

a repoxrt Concerning cow activities associated with IE 803letin 79-14. This 

to not a final report since &be equipu'iit nowale Inform~ation to IncoapIete 

due to the need for venador responses wahich are outstanding. ($to Attachlezat 

VhaquesI Ught Cowpany has tinder taken th. Appropriate aiction'. to provi1de 

assurance Lhat the seismic all*$& analyaSic of the Safety related piping sYstems 

2-112" and larger reflect the avu-ullt conditions of the plant and dcfomm~tate 

actcepta~bility at' the Subjoet piping, 

Five @ntinverus f~girew WereO emplctsid to pr~midie sufficient turfh-*WoIITI 

of this effort. buquosno Liht provided coordination of the! total effort &An 

direct supervision of the field inspection and record sea~rch paersonnel. The 

task& *nteilud the review or auslysis of 234 isowetuic drovints and 2,599 

support designs asoc~iated with 2101 cVsautVr pipe stress analyses. All vendors 

uased approved vetsiona of Wealear Services Corporation"%- )Wupipe ?ilp* Stream 

ecewuter program. There were III pipe and support stress analysis packages 

issued for this e1ffort.  

The data base tow this effoirt consstat 8 of Partied up ftmeatric and 

support drewings developed by field Inspection of - s-built conditions plus 

as-bullt Material PAkacbaem.  

A list of the isometric drawin'gs defining the *cop* of the effort was 

previously sent to you, Tho as-built &atelial pacuage's wvere is~ue6 on am 

isg~amtti@ basis. "n are & coiupilation of the results of reaevarchins the (IC 

records*
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The information trnsnudtted to the analysts tS catetorfted into two 
types that Siwolve actual physical neasurewent and the remaini i•lnvo3ving 
searchiag Qoality Control and b*tmering records. The following is the 
categorisation-of the m"Jor elements of the as-built information: 

Obtair*d by ,Pysicsl, MMurment 

1) All pipilng and support .ometry (except pipe wall thickness and drilled 
io awacbor baea plateos see IZS 79-02 report) 

2) All pipe to suppurt clterane.o 

3) All insulated hangers (all insulated hangere were expoxed) 

Obtained bJy Sar in _Qlity Control and Lnpnme ring gecorrde 

1) Valve and equipment paramters 

2) thterials of construction 

The as-built material packages delineated information obtained liom 
searthing the microfilaed documento from the shop'a or field falricator's 
purchasing record., welding records and field change records. In some 
instantes, the various data sources conflicted. When this occurred, the most 
conservative parameter was assumed applicable to the loading type in question.  

There were a few areas wbere physical weasurements or adequate records 
"could not be obtained. Scwe arena had high radiation level* or vere difficult 
to get to physically. there possible, visual Inspectim date was used..  
Attachment.A dolineates the percentag•• of the total effort for Ohich the 
*eometric as-built Snformation was not complete.  

It Was determined that the doef.ent8itie associated With pipe support 
materials indicated that it was supplied per Manufacturer'&S Standards Society 
8pecification HSS-B-58 and 69. Certificates of Coupliance (COC) or Certified 
Hill Test Reports-(CiTR) for the pipe support material could ncot be found.  
The original specification used'to purchase the support material did not 
require these documents to be supplied to us or retained by the supplier.  
When contacted, the suppliers indicated that they had not kept the COC's or 
CHriR'S. Thus, for pipe support& the properties of ASTh-A-36 steel were used 
in the stress analysis. This in a low strength steel and was cVevonly used 
industry-vidS doying the era of Unit I construction.  

The applicable criteria described in our various submittals ccneeranlg 
the show cause effort (IF. 79-07) were used for the analysis effort.  

i •.:-. .... .o.
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The evaluation of the piping data too two forms. The first wal the teviw of the as-built information versus a Rupipe analysis for piping. If a now analysis was required, it was performed incorporating the &&-built data.  Alternatively, if adequate analytical records did not exist (this was batclally for small bore piping), a now analysis was performed, All the piping involved in this effort has been reviewed and* when found unacceptable, all the necessary modifications have been completed.  

When evaluating informatitb for pipe supports, a new analysis Was performed if there vas a significant change in the support cebfiguratlzo or if the Imposed pipntg loads increased significantly over that of the latest tecord. if neither of the ab•ov was the case, the support vms deterrdned to be acteptable, Supports were also reviewed to verify that the as-built clearances net their applicable criteria. All the supports within the stope of this effort have been reviewed andy when found unacceptabie, all necessary modifieations have been completed.  
An analyst& of pipe supports located on racks along with their associated local rack attachment effects have been ccapleted and found vstiefectory or vofifieatlon performed. A. eposite analysis of the rack, Oblch includes the effects associated with nan-safety related appurtenances outside the scope of this bulletin, is currently being performed. This analysis vii) provide a consistents comprehensive analytical basis for thmestructures, 

Hotele ]oada on equipment were evaluated in the same way as supports* one difference beinR that when re-analysis was warranted. the vendors of the equipment were solieited to ptrfors the re-analysis. Because of this, all noasles have not been completely reviewed by the vendors at this time. Tbe ntozle evaluations to be completed are Indicated in ALtachment Be Rquipmnt supports will be evaluated after receipt of noasle load inforsutIcm fron the 
vendor.  

base plate loads were reviesed to determine if the new loads of record exceeded theplateloade used In the It bulletin 79402 effort. If t01e lods eWre *igniflcamtly exceeded, a new analysis was performed. If acteptability could not be justified, then thodifieatSons were performed. All the applicable base plates are acceptable for their new design loads. A total of 569 base plat**for amll bore (generally 3" to 6W) piping supports have been evaluated utillsifn the lIEB 79-02 criteria. As a result, reven wmodificotions were required and have 
been completed.  

Branch lines have been evaluated for flexibility associated with imposed movements at the branch connection point for large bore piping. This evaluation was completed for 105 isometrics involved. Your modifications were requited and 
have been completed.
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A a result of the evaluation described abov*e the following awmwrizes 
the actions performed: 

Clearance criteria modifications 
(ohi. plates or member spreading) 345 

Waistlnrg support aodifications 
(Inludes 4 branch line mods & 7 baieplate mods) 171 

Added suppor t 32 

Maintenance Itetuf (I.e.* bolt tiebtening) 55 

Piping chanses 0 

The final report for xID 79-14 wI11 be issued upom conpletion of the nozzte 
load and equipment support evaluation which we anticipate |savinX complete by 
Muly a1, 1981.  

Currently, the only condition expected to exceed the final acceptance 
criteria is associated with the steal* line to the turbine driven Auxiliary reed 
Pumps l 2/flI-T2. The calculated nozole load is 34! gtreater than the *221w
able provided by the vendor. The thermal components of the calculated lead, are 
slgnificamt and subsequently the calculated loads associated with the Interim 
criteria of the IF5 79-07 task are 562 of the e~lwable. The piping associated 
uith this condition is plamned to be rerouted at the next scheduled outage. The 
rerouting will alleviate this condition.. The turbne pump set has performed * 
satisfactorily in the past under nDrval operating conditions, thus demonstrating 
that actual stresses during normal operation are significantly lover then calcu
lated. In view 5f these facts, we request that the NRC staff approve the appli
cation of the Interim Criteria to the auxiliary stean line to the auxiliary 
feed pump turbine drive until the pipin8 is rerouted.  

If you have any questions concerning-this responses pleas& contact my 
offsIce.  

Very truly yours&.  

J. .. Cal 
Vice fresident. Kuclear 

Attachments 

CCt hr. D.A. Sockranf, Resident Inspector 
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Comusaion 
Deaver Valley Power Station 
Shippingport, PA 15017 

U. G. Nuclear Regulatory Comission 
c/o tocument M"nagement Branch 
Vshingrtona DC 20535

-------------- .. • •_-,•-•-• ? :• ---=.• . • ...-- ..•-- - .- . : • . . . . •..= . .. ;.....



cc 951 6 . is

0

as

ex

on

All other 
systems

a 

if

133 

340 

427 

324

9 

a 
633

600. 0�.*

2.*50

2%

16%

0

is of 55 ISO's 

10.7% of S Isola 

5.st of 6 SOOLW' 

2,2k of 32 2so'S 

1.3% of 31 Isola 

7.8% of 41 190*'s" 

3% of S Isola 

100% of 72 Isola

_______ a - .. .. - - . - a. - .a-. a.- - -.  

1% or zen -ama-.
-20516 41 1.63%

* Tbase percentages include I&Cg. jmdius Circular Piping located Ota 
the reactor containment doMe that could not by pbysically inspected.  

hotveve this piping was visually Inspected.  

-This percentage includes piping located ina the Intake SU=aP area Of 

the Intake structure Aan vat not accessible.

IbM following Is & ge.Sort of the pece~ntags, of supports £an piping 

Veomntet that ccitld noct be inopected do* to high radiation or'%ftaccessibilitY8 

nb. of Sup Analyzed Percent laos NotlInsoo.  

Wter Ma11308 Olot Insd. No napd. ror 2oty

Is of Z40 -jib a


